Information Commissioner’s Virtual Quarterly Briefing
Thursday, 10 March 2022 at 10:00am
Topic: Section 29: Deliberations of public authorities

I am Gitanjali Gutierrez, the Information Commissioner for those of you whom I have not had the pleasure to
meet. With us today is the team from the ICO along with a number of Information Officers (old and new) and
other involved in PATI work. I want to specifically welcome the members of the Cabinet Office’s PIPA/PATI team,
who provide training for Information Officers and publish the PATI Administrative Code of Practice.
Thank you to everyone for attending today and taking the time to focus on strengthening your knowledge of
the exemptions in the PATI Act.
Today we are focusing on the exemption in section 29 of the PATI Act. We will cover the tests/steps for applying
this exemption along with examples of the type of information that may come within the exemption. Our goal
today is to give you some sense of how to navigate this exemption and a familiarity with it. I hope that if you
need to apply it in the future, you will have a sense of where to start and what resources can assist you. I also
want to remind you that we will publish the presentation with speakers’ notes following the briefing.
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As a reminder for new participants, the ICO is an independent public office, similar to the Ombudsman or
Auditor General. As Information Commissioner, I exercise independent decision making that is not directed by
a Minister or any other individual. The Information Commissioner has a three-part mandate: to raise public
awareness of the rights under the Act, to provide guidance and oversight for public authorities and to conduct
reviews of public authorities’ decisions under the Act. When required, I will issue a legally binding decision.
Although the Information Commissioner is independent, the office remains accountable to other independent
bodies. The ICO’s financial statements are audited annually by the Auditor General and we are required to file
an annual report that accounts to the public through Parliament. Additionally, any substantive decisions by the
Information Commissioner are subject to judicial review.

The exemption in section 29 allows a public authority to deny access to a record if the criteria it sets out is met.
It does not mean that a public authority must refuse access to a record, but has the option to do so. It can be
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applied when the record or part of the record contains information whose disclosure could reasonably be
expected to undermine the deliberative process of a public authority. It includes some exceptions where the
exemption cannot apply. If the exemption is engaged, then you must consider whether the balance of the public
interest requires disclosure. We’ll spend the next 40 minutes exploring what this all means.

Section 29 protects a public authority’s “deliberative process”. A deliberative process is a specific type of activity.
It refers to a situation where a decision on a course of action has not yet been made. A deliberative process is
the consideration or evaluation of competing arguments, information and facts to reach a decision. This
exemption safeguards the integrity of the process for public authorities’ decision making. The language in the
exemption includes two examples of a deliberative process – “free and frank discussion” and “the provision of
advice”.
The PATI Act wants to encourage good decision making within the public sector. This includes ensuring that
public authorities have the space to run down rabbit holes, consider and reject all ideas, and hear competing
arguments on the best courses of action.
A deliberative process is different from other processes a public authority may carry out. A public authority may
deliver service according to decisions already made. For example, an officer may calculate an individual’s
financial assistance award based upon a set of established standards. This process is not deliberative. The
outcome is predetermined by applying information to decided standards. With a deliberative process, the
outcome is not known until the process concludes. A deliberative process might be advising the Minister on
whether financial assistance should be removed when an individual secures adequate employment or should it
be continued to support the individual during a transition period. You can imagine the options that might be
proposed, the arguments for and against the proposals, various information that would be considered, e.g.,
costs, benefits, impact on the ability to remain gainfully employed and so on. The final decision will be based on
frank discussion within the team to ensure nothing is overlooked and sound advice to support the policy decision
is adopted.
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When you are looking at the information in the records, you must also decide whether it falls into the exceptions
to the exemption. Certain information cannot fall within the deliberative process exemption. This includes
neutral, objective information, such as factual information, statistics or reports from technical or scientific
experts. This information can usually be shared with the public without revealing the back-and-forth discussions
within the authority.
Other information removed from this exemption includes performance audits and the actual reasons for a
decision.
Disclosure of this information plays an important role in promoting accountability for performance of a public
authority’s functions and its decisions. Information resulting from an investigation or analysis of the
performance, efficiency or effectiveness of a public authority in relation to its functions cannot be withheld
under section 29. The reasons for a final decision also cannot be withheld under this exemption. The reasons
are no longer deliberative but become the rational for a course of action.
Finally, if you have a deliberative process and set aside information that this exemption cannot apply to, you
can then consider whether disclosure of the information in the records could reasonably be expected to
undermine this process. By “undermine”, we mean that disclosure will lessen the effectiveness of the
deliberative process. This can happen because disclosure of competing opinions or advice may have a chilling
effect on officers’ willingness to speak up in future deliberations. We presume that officers will continue to
conduct themselves professionally and give competent advice. So perhaps disclosure of minor advice or
discussion will not chill future professional behavior. For example, disclosure of a senior officer’s feedback for
revisions to a press release is unlikely to result in that officer providing such feedback again.
Disclosure may undermine the effectiveness of a deliberative process by resulting in premature disclosure of
policy decisions, which can have a number of negative impacts. It can also create confusion within the public if
rationale or reasons are disclosed that were not the actual grounds justifying the decision.
The likelihood of this harm occurring is evaluated using an objective standard: that disclosure “could reasonably
be expected to undermine the deliberative process”. The harm cannot be speculative.
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If you find that the exemption is engaged, your last step is to consider the balance of the public interests before
deciding whether access should be granted or denied. The public interest test is found in section 21 of the PATI
Act and further expanded on by regulation 2 of the PATI Regulations. Essentially, it requires the decision to
consider relevant public interest factors separate from the factors for the exemption.
Public interest factors include whether disclosure would promote accountability, reveal wrongdoing or
maladministration, or promote accountability for public spending. The ICO has published a guidance on the
public interest test that is helpful if you want further information.
Now that we have digested some of this statutory language, we are going to look at the questions that a public
authority is expected to address when it relies upon the exemption for the deliberations of public authorities.
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All of the information we discussed is considered by asking four questions to apply section 29. Our office wants
you to know the questions to ask and factors to consider; this is not a game of ‘gotcha’. In each decision issued,
we remind public authorities of the questions to ask and relevant factors. Let’s look at the ones for section 29.

It is important to identify exactly what decision the deliberative process is addressing. For example, once you
have this, you can make sure that the records are ‘pre-decisional’. It is okay if, at the time of the PATI request,
no final decision has been reached yet or is never reached.
A public authority must show only that it was engaged in a deliberative decision making process. Records that
are pre-decisional remain pre-decisional, even if final decision has been made. Knowing what the decision is
also helps you distinguish the deliberative decision from implementation of that decision. Take our example of
calculating financial assistance awards. The calculations are a decision or determination but the award amount
is set by policies already decided. A deliberative process would be a discussion of whether to change how the
calculations and awards are made.
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Generally, the release of factual information will not reveal deliberations or otherwise threaten a public
authority’s deliberative process. Sometimes, however, the disclosure of the facts themselves can reveal the
deliberative process. Two contexts arise when this distinction between factual and deliberative materials may
not stand.
First, in some records, the factual information may be so inextricably connected with the deliberative material
that disclosure would reveal and cause harm to the public authority’s deliberation.
The second context arises when a record contains selective facts collated from a larger group of facts, and the
distilling of facts itself is a deliberative process. It indicates the facts the author found relevant or significant and
implies those deemed irrelevant or insignificant to the matter at hand.
For example, if a department could potentially consider three sites for development, but a memo offers factual
information about only two sites, this reflects a determination that one site is not going to be considered. These
selective facts reflect part of the deliberation.
Another exception to keep in mind is when information within the records reflects the reasons for the final
decision an agency has taken. In these situations, although it is contained in a pre-decisional records, it comes
within the exception here.
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Simply because information is deliberative does not automatically mean that its disclosure will lessen the
effectiveness of the relevant deliberative process. A public authority must show that this could reasonably be
expected to occur. A number of factors may be considered here.
This could include the timing of the disclosure. If the decision has long been finalised and was not controversial,
we may consider the professionalism of the officers who provide sound options and recommendations. Could
their willingness to do so in the future reasonably be expected to be chilled by disclosure?

Remember if the exemption is engaged, you must consider the public interest test. This means examining the
public interest factors for and against disclosure.
Let’s look at some examples now.
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It is often helpful to look at examples of what types of processes are deliberative and not deliberative. These
examples can also give insights about the circumstances when disclosure of information will not undermine a
deliberative process.

When I uphold a public authority’s reliance on this exemption, I seek to explain my reasoning as much as
possible. But my public decision cannot disclose withheld information. This means that it might be harder for
another public authority to appreciate the details of the analysis.
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These examples will help us tease out the details and nuances of applying section 29.
Example 1:
The Minister is considering whether to adjust land tax rates. The Permanent Secretary has asked a policy
analyst to prepare a background memo on how land tax rates have been set, and any changes made,
over the past 30 years.
Example 2:
The records were part of a pilot project, where one purpose was to refine an evaluation process and
changes were made through the different phases of the pilot project.
Example 3:
The minutes for a department meeting reveal the options that were presented about the expansion of
departmental services.
Anyone want to walk us through the analysis? Would it undermine? What would you want to consider? Does
this contain the reasoning that was adopted to justify the decision? Working through these examples, you can
hopefully see the questions and considerations that you would want to ask yourself.

We cannot address every scenario that may arise when you are handling a PATI request. Each PATI request must
be dealt with based on the specific request and the circumstances that surround it. Nevertheless, we can identify
a set of resources that you can use to answer your questions when they arise and help guide your practice.
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Plenty of resources are available to support your PATI work, and you can think of them as your ‘toolbox’.

First, your toolbox includes the Minister’s Practice Code on the Administration of the PATI Act (the PATI Practice
Code). I commend the Cabinet Office team members who worked on creating the PATI Practice Code, as it is an
invaluable resource.
The PATI Practice Code explains a public authority’s responsibilities under the PATI Act and the specific duties
of different roles. Section D of the Practice Code specifically outlines the steps to take when processing a PATI
request. If Information Officers follow these steps, they will greatly increase their success in handling a PATI
request. During reviews, I will look to see that public authorities have followed the Practice Code, because it has
been published and available since January 2020.
So, what does success mean? As an Information Officer, you may find that your head of authority or the
Information Commissioner decide that access can be given to more records. That is okay and how the process
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works. I suggest that you measure your success by how you handle the PATI request. For instance, did you
maintain good communication with the requester? Did you locate all of the potentially responsive records? Did
you notify third parties as needed? Did you meet the PATI Act timeframes? Did your initial decision provide clear
reasoning, referencing the relevant provisions of the PATI Act?
The PATI Practice Code is also useful for heads of authorities who may find themselves conducting an internal
review.

The second resource in your toolbox comes from the ICO. The ICO has issued guidances on the exemptions and
key provisions in the PATI Act, which set out the various tests you might need to apply. The presentations from
other IC Quarterly Briefings are available on the ICO’s website. You can review the Information Commissioner’s
decisions on different provisions of the PATI Act that you are thinking about applying. The decisions will set out
the tests and how to approach applying them to a set of facts.
The ICO has just published our internal policy and processes for implementing the PATI Practice Code. You might
find helpful practice tips in it.
You may also call or email the ICO with inquiries about what the provisions of the PATI Act mean.
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Finally, your toolbox includes the PIPA/PATI Unit. They have an intranet site which houses their resources, the
PATI Tracking System (which, once you input a request’s details, can give you reminders for different deadlines),
and their training offerings.
Lastly, there are a few judicial decisions to date which expand on how to understand the PATI Act.
Keep in mind that, except in a few instances, legal expertise should not be needed to respond to a PATI request.
Focus your decisions on being fact-based and made while looking at the actual records, if you have them. The
Information Commissioner’s guidances flag when legal advice or discussion with the head of authority might be
useful, such as in situations where the exemption for ‘breach of confidence’ may be involved.

Thank you and we invite you to contact the ICO when you have questions about the PATI Act.
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